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Gemsbok on the Etosha Pan
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AUL van Schalkwyk wrote
in his CV that he took his
first photograph when he
was seven. “I instantly lost
my soul to the mystery of photography,” he recalled. He boarded a
small plane for the first time when
he was nine. “I lost my heart to the
freedom of flight.”
That’s not all he would lose. The
late South African aerial photographer was a daredevil — a Don
Quixote of the skies. The founder of
One Africa TV, Namibia’s first independent television station, he
struggled to sit still in boardroom
meetings — his mind kept drifting
off to the sprawling badlands of the
Namib. Between 2000 and 2014,
Van Schalkwyk chugged over much
of the desert’s expanse in a light
aircraft.
“Paul had an intense desire to be
alone in places no one else had
seen,” says Jackie Ruth Murray,
curator of A Pristine Land Interrupted, a multimedia exhibition documenting Van Schalkwyk’s aerial images of the Namib, now on at the
AVA gallery in Cape Town.
Murray, a photographer and
videographer, began working with
Van Schalkwyk in 2010 after he
asked her to help him curate his
Namib portfolio.
“The first time I flew with Paul
he sent us through a storm and
straight into a rainbow — flying
through all that colour, that
strange, saturated light mixed with
rain and cloud, left me speechless,”
she says.
“[Art critic] Virginia MacKenny
compares him to the painter
William Turner, who had himself
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Paul van Schalkwyk spent 14 years
photographing Namibia from the air. Last year
the great adventure cost him his life, but his
vision is luminously alive in a new exhibition,
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lashed to a mast for four hours to
experience the rough of nature.”
Whether clattering into the eye
of the storm or landing in silent
places to document the heart of
nothing, Van Schalkwyk recorded
the Namib, often thought of as unchanging, at its most variable.
He caught all the shades of red to
gold made by the interplay of sediment, salts and organisms in the
Etosha Pan; the strange forms of
nomadic dunes on the Skeleton
Coast; a desert massif bursting into
greenery under the embrace of a
rare tempest.
Van Schalkwyk shot for National
Geographic, Geo and Stern magazines. The Namib was his theme, as
was, more peripherally, its susceptibility to climate change.
“Oddities interested him — why
the freak storms in the desert? Why
would grass appear for just a few
days and suddenly disappear
again? Why were animals veering
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off their migration paths?”
But activism was not what
propelled him — his theories
on climate change were his observations only, although
gleaned from thousands of
hours in the air. Instead, his
raison d’être was an almost
“proprietorial” need to possess
the Namib’s loveliness —
especially if he could communicate its potentially threatened beauty.
It was Van Schalkwyk’s compulsion to explore these farflung frontiers on his own
terms that killed him in March
last year.
Flying a two-seater he
bought from National Geographic, the 59-year-old veered
off his planned route to photograph elephants at Etosha,
where his plane crashed. The

wreckage, with Van Schalkwyk’s body still strapped into
the seat, was found a few days
later. The last few shots on his
camera were taken from a position just metres above the
ground, almost level with the
elephant he photographed.
Although the exhibition is
not just about Van Schalkwyk’s
photos — it also features climate research and environmental short films — it chronicles his most haunting work.
Murray has suspended lightaircraft parts from the ceiling,
and looped video recordings of
the photographer’s flying missions in his own voice.
The effect is lingering. Although the environmental
message is not new, it becomes
evocative through Van Schalkwyk’s love of the land for which

he gave up his life.
“We already know the planet
is fucked up — the exhibition
highlights this,” says Murray.
“But amid the science we can
lose sight of why it’s important
to be connected to the beauty
of the land for the sake of it.
That’s what attracted me to this
exhibition — that it’s alright to
celebrate this yearning for ‘the
other’ . . . whether it exists or
not.”
Or, as Van Schalkwyk put it,
“It’s important to preserve the
landscape, even though there
is seemingly nothing in it.” LS
ý ’A Pristine Land
Interrupted’ is showing at
the Association of Visual
Arts Gallery at 35 Church
Street, Cape Town, until
April 22. Admission is free

